
           JAMAALADEEN TACUMA - A MAN FOR ALL MUSICAL REASONS 

 

Few musicians leave their audiences with a feeling that they have truly witnessed 

something amazing. Artist/Producer/Performer/Arranger/Innovator AND Bassist - 

JAMAALADEEN TACUMA does just that. 

 

This native Philadelphian has always stretched the old mold of what and how a 

bassist is supposed to play. Tacuma has simply re-defined his instrument's 

artistic potential. 

 

In the mid 70's, his creatively free approach to the bass caught the eye and ear 

of the legendary saxophonist Ornette Coleman. Tacuma became a member of 

Coleman's electric band, Prime Time, he toured with the group and played on 

some of Coleman's historic recordings su ch as: "Dancing In Your Head", "Body 

Meta", and "Of Human Feelings". 

 

As a soloist, Tacuma continued to press the musical envelope with his debut 

album in 1983 entitled simply, "Showstopper". Several records followed, some of 

which include: Renaissance Man (1984), Music World (1987) and JukeBox 

(1989),Cosmetic, Boss of The Bass,  which confirmed his ability to flip between 

various musical genres. Even the critics have had high praise for Tacuma's 

musicianship and artistry. One year he received the highest number of votes ever 

for an electric bassist in the "Talent Deserving Wider Recognition" category of the 

Down Beat critics' poll. 

 

Tacuma has performed and recorded with musicians on nearly every continent. 

Collaborating with musicians from Japan, Korea, Europe and the Middle East. In 

September 2007, Jamaaladeen released a new recording entitled "THE 

FLAVORS OF THELONIOUS MONK RELOADED" paying musical homage to 

the  great pianist composer Thelonious Monk and also releasing a new recording 

in October 2007 with a group named "FREE FORM FUNKY FREQS" with 

guitarist Vernon Reid (Living Color),and  

G. Calvin Weston (John Laurie, Medeski, Martin & Wood) on drums entlited 

"URBAN MYTHOLOGY" on Thirsty Ear Records. 

 

He has also played and produced for many American and European  Jazz/Funk 

musicians. Furthermore, the release "Mirakles" by Derrick Bailey, G. Calvin 

Weston & Tacuma was cited as one of the "most important recordings of year 

2000" by All Music Guide. He also recently completed a recording entitled 

"DUST" with BAUHAUS member Peter Murphy on the Metropolis label.He is also 

featured as writer and co producer on the new 2006 release of the World 

Saxophone Quartet's album on Justin Time Records entitled "Political Blues" with 

a song by Jamaaladeen entitled "BLUE DIAMOND" 

 



Tacuma has collaborated with a diverse and talented roster of artist: . Guitarists 

Jeff Beck, Carlos Santana, Marc Ribot, James Blood Ulmer, Jean Paul Bourelly 

and Derek Bailey.  He has performed and recorded with saxophonist Pharoah 

Sanders, Grover Washington Jr., David Murray, Odean Pope ,Wolfgang 

Puschnig and James Carter. He has worked with orchestras led by Anthony 

Davis at Carnegie Hall, to recording and performing with the Hip Hop rap group, 

The Roots,  DJ King Britt and DJ Logic.  Tacuma has shared the stage with the 

great comedian and philanthropist Bill Cosby at the JVC Jazz Festival, on the 

David Letterman show where Tacuma was Band Director for the night. He has 

even written music for the hit TV show, "The Cosby Show". He has worked with 

poets Jayne Cortez, Quincy Troupe, Amiri Baraka and co-wrote and co-produced 

a song entitled "WOMEN FIRST" with the R&B Neo Soul group from Philadelphia 

, KINDRED (the family soul) on their new CD recording "IN THIS LIFE 

TOGETHER", on the Hidden Beach/Motown label(2006).  Jamaaladeen has 

recently explored the music of legendary saxophonist , composer John Coltrane 

with a preview recording  and an extended European tour which featured the 

British saxophonist and BBC award recipient Tony Kofi.   

 

Staying true to his artistic and experimental approach to music, Tacuma is 
consistently  bringing musical happiness to fans World Wide. !
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Keepers of the Chaos
North Philly free jazz outlaws Jamaaladeen
Tacuma and G. Calvin Weston are still breaking
the rules.
by Shaun Brady
Published: Nov 26, 2008

Illustration By: Evan M. Lopez

hen the Free Form Funky Freqs take the stage this Saturday at Johnny
Brenda's, the performance will mark the 37th time that Vernon Reid,
Jamaaladeen Tacuma and G. Calvin Weston have played together. The
swirl of funkified noise — like P-Funk on hallucinogens after trudging

through a delta blues swamp and emerging in downtown NYC — will be the result
of 35 prior live shows and one recording date. No rehearsals, no sound checks, no
casual jam sessions.

The trio's entire musical history has played out in front of an audience.

The fact that all three are veteran improvising musicians with three-plus decades of
experience removes some of the risk from such a without-a-net proposition. Add to
that their shared roots in the musical theories of free-jazz godhead Ornette
Coleman, whose mad-genius approach to composition and improvisation feels more
like a parallel-universe history of jazz than just a branch in our own. Tacuma and
Weston were essential components of the legendary saxophonist's late-'70s/early-
'80s Prime Time band, Reid a dedicated acolyte who came to prominence playing
with Weston's Prime Time predecessor, Ronald Shannon Jackson. 

But Tacuma and Weston's
shared history goes back
even further. Back 35
years, to a time when
rock, R&B and jazz were
intermarrying freely. Back
to a North Philly rife with
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Firefly Photography |
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Sciences: Family Four-
Pack of Tickets | Swanky

Bubbles: $50 for $25

HALF OFF DEPOT
Why live life at full price?

musicians, where it was
nearly impossible to turn
any corner without
hearing the sounds of a
bedroom saxophonist or
basement drummer
emanating from one of
the rowhouses on the
block. Back, more
specifically, to Broad and
Dauphin, to the Uptown
Theater, Philly's answer to
the Apollo, whose stage
hosted all the greats of the
day and whose audience was filled with young would-be musicians who dreamed of
taking their place.

heir beginnings are separated by just under three years and one mile, right
in the middle of which sits the Uptown. Jamaaladeen Tacuma was born
Rudy McDaniel on June 11, 1956, in Hempstead, N.Y. Growing up in the
Norris Street Projects at 10th and Berks, he befriended singer Brenda

Payton of local R&B faves Brenda & The Tabulations, who took the young man
under her wing. In his early teens, McDaniel formed a vocal group called The
Versatones with Payton's brothers, which "did steps like The Temptations" at talent
shows and school dances. But by this time he was regularly attending performances
at the Uptown and becoming enamored with the bass players he saw on that stage.

Born three years later, on June 6, 1959, Grant Calvin Weston may have been in the
audience at some of the same shows. Weston's uncle began taking him to see
Sunday matinees at the age of 6, where he caught The Jackson 5, Little Stevie
Wonder, James Brown and The Temptations, among others. "I would always be
amazed at all the musicians, but the one thing that caught my eye was the
drummers," the 49-year-old Weston recalls, seated behind a gleaming orange drum
set on the third floor of his house, mere blocks from his boyhood home at 17th and
Cumberland. "They were always center stage, not in the back, and when they would
play, I would see the drums shaking, rattling, like an engine running in a car."

It didn't take long for either to turn from admiration to emulation. Every summer,
Tacuma's mother sent him to his uncle's farm in North Carolina "to escape the gang
warfare in Philadelphia during the time of Frank Rizzo." At 16 he started playing
around on an old guitar with only four strings, and by the time he returned to Philly
at the end of the summer, he was determined to play the bass.

"I saw this bass that looked like a B.B. King guitar at a pawn shop on Broad and
Erie," Tacuma, 52, recalls over the phone while driving through the old
neighborhood. "It later became known as the Feedback Machine, because it was so
cheap that as soon as I plugged it in, it just started to feed back. A lot of rock guys
take years to get that effect, but with this bass it would happen even when I didn't
want it to."

Soon McDaniel began playing with The Soul Experience, a group that followed the
Chicago/Mandrill funk-rock template. "A lot of people went from that R&B singing
group thing to more of a self-contained band. So it was a transition from the clean-
cut, silk and mohair, sharkskin, highwater pants, boot-wearing concept to bell
bottoms and suede fringe vests, the rocked-out, psychedelic, Sly and the Family
Stone-looking, afro-wearing thing."

Weston began even younger. Shortly after beginning
his weekly sojourns to the Uptown, his cousin
received a drum set for Christmas. ("A sparkling, red
drum set," Weston recalls, the childlike awe still in
his voice. "It was just shining.") The cousin seeming
more interested in the electric race-car set also
under the tree that year; Weston became fed up with
his listless banging on the kit and demanded the
sticks for himself. He put on the nearest record, a 45
of Marvin Gaye's "I Heard It Through the
Grapevine," and instantly began playing along.

"It was the most amazing thing," he says. "The first
time I picked up a pair of drumsticks and sat behind
a drum set, I just started playing. From there, it was
in me. It was like a gift from the heavens."

Infected with the drumming bug, Weston walked
around the neighborhood beating on cars until he
finally got a plastic-and-cardboard set of his own a
few Christmases later. Of course, no toy kit is going
to withstand the constant pounding of an
enthusiastic novice. His parents couldn't afford
another set, but North Philly was a musicians'
neighborhood, so Weston began cobbling together a
kit from drums he found in the trash. With a pair of
friends from the next block he formed a band, which
grew, by the time they got to high school, into Bad
Influence, a seven-piece that specialized in Earth
Wind and Fire covers. They were playing regularly
in bars and block parties by the time Weston was
16.  
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INTERSECTION: G. Calvin Weston (left) and
Jamaaladeen Tacuma met some 35 years

ago, when the Uptown Theater at Broad and
Dauphin was the center of the North Philly

musical universe.

(CLICK IMAGE FOR LARGER VERSION)

It was at one of those performances that the fateful meeting took place.

"One day, we was just out in the street," Weston recalls, "and I see this guy walking
around in Muslim garb, selling incense and oil, with a bass on his shoulder. That
would be Jamaaladeen Tacuma, and he dug on us and started coming around more
often just to check us out."

y his senior year,
McDaniel's interest had
spread to jazz fusion
groups like Return to

Forever and the Mahavishnu
Orchestra, which melded the
funk-rock sound that he'd been
playing with jazz's improvisatory
freedom. He began taking
lessons through the Model Cities
program with Tyrone Brown,
then-bassist for Catalyst, the
undersung fusion group that
included saxophonist Odean
Pope, keyboardist Eddie Green
and drummer Sherman
Ferguson. He'd also gotten his
hands on an upright bass and
was studying with Eligio Rossi,
former bassist with the
Philadelphia Orchestra who was
now teaching at Settlement
Music School. The upright bass
never held much appeal for
McDaniel, however, and he soon
abandoned it to concentrate wholly on the electric.

It was through Ferguson that McDaniel got his first break, when the drummer
recommended him to Philly organist Charles Earland, who at the time was
experimenting with synthesizers and a more electric sound. McDaniel passed up a
partial scholarship to Berklee to hit the road with Earland, only to be fired a year
later. "He claimed that my timing was off," Tacuma says. "But he was just
threatened by the fact that a bass player could capture the audience."

One week later, McDaniel got a phone call from guitarist/producer Reggie Lucas,
then with Miles Davis, that Ornette Coleman needed a bassist for his upcoming
European tour. The 18-year-old McDaniel signed on for a two-week European tour
that turned into a 12-year stint with the legendary saxophonist, helping to define the
sound of his electric Prime Time band.

"As far as I can recall, it was mostly about composing and improvising and making
them both equal," the 78-year-old Coleman says now of Prime Time, on the phone
from his Manhattan loft. The group was formed on the basis of Coleman's
harmolodics, a somewhat slippery theory that essentially has to do with equal
treatment of harmony, rhythm and melody.

"He was basically trying to level the playing field," Tacuma says. "He instilled in me
that the bass guitar was equal to any other instrument when it comes to
compositional improvising and melodic interpretation. So that's where I took it,
trying to hear things more musically, thinking of the melody as opposed to bass riffs
and cliché themes."

Along with finding his musical direction on that first tour with Coleman, McDaniel
also settled on a spiritual identity.

"I was always very interested in Islam and more of a peaceful way of life," he
explains. "I checked out a lot of Eastern philosophies, but Islam was the thing that
really spoke to me. It was more geared toward people of the world; it didn't matter
if you were rich or poor, black or white, you had an opportunity to have a good
relationship with the creator."

At his hotel in Paris, McDaniel met a man who explained the differences between
traditional Islam and what Tacuma calls the "distorted view" as preached in
America. So he converted and took the name Jamaaladeen Tacuma.
("Jamaaladeen," he explains, translates as "beauty of the faith.")

few months later, Coleman was looking for a guitarist and turned to his
new bass player for a lead. Tacuma thought back to the old neighborhood
and to the Uptown, where one of the local bands he'd often seen was The
Ambassadors, whose guitarist was another North Philly boy, Charlie

Ellerbee.

When Ellerbee joined Prime Time, he naturally asked Coleman what kind of sound
he was looking for. "He literally answered my question, 'You.'" Ellerbee says. "He
didn't know me, but he wanted the natural you, and he would much rather deal with
correcting the side effects of that than to have you mimic or be influenced by
something he'd already done."

The process repeated a couple of years later when drummer Ronald Shannon
Jackson left to form his own project, the Decoding Society. "It was like the domino
theory," Ellerbee says. "If you ask a chicken once and it gives you a good lottery
number, you go back and say, 'Are there any more at home like you?'" So when
Coleman asked that question, Tacuma and Ellerbee called G. Calvin Weston.
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"I was 17 years old," Weston laughs. "I never heard of no Ornette Coleman. So I
went up to audition for him, my first time in New York, and I didn't know what
being nervous was, so I wasn't nervous."

His experience being almost totally restricted to R&B and a smattering of
straightahead jazz, Weston was wholly unprepared for Coleman's otherworldly
sound. "Ornette counted off 'one-two-three-four' and bam, everybody started
playing. It was like a tornado, this wall of sound just hit me."

When it was his turn to try out, Coleman again counted off with no warning and
Weston, at a loss, simply started playing a swing beat. The saxophonist immediately
stopped the music. "He said, 'No, Calvin, this is not jazz.'" Weston remembers. "That
five, 10 seconds was the only time I played. I sat back and listened for the rest of
the night, asked Ornette for another week so I could gather my thoughts, and
caught the train back home."

The first thing Weston did upon returning to Philly was to collect as many
Mahavishnu Orchestra records as he could get his hands on and immerse himself in
the work of drummer Billy Cobham. When he got back to New York, he had
Cobham's parts committed to memory. "I never told Ornette," he admits, "but I
picked Mahavishnu songs to play on his tunes. He would call one of his tunes and I
would play 'Birds of Fire.' And it worked out until I got to learn his concept of
music."

Tacuma remained with Coleman through 1987's In All Languages, Weston through
the following year's Virgin Beauty. "Jamaal and Calvin were very creative when
they were playing with me," Coleman says. "Most of all, they were very individual in
the way that they wanted to express themselves in a creative form of work."

Both credit their experiences under Coleman's tutelage with showing them a path
toward a freer, more expressive way to fill the rhythm section's role, following their
own paths instead of playing a mere supporting role. At times that may cause
tension — Ellerbee says they both have "the same aggressive DNA," and Weston
admits, "Jamaal likes to be the dominant force when he plays, and so do I, but
together we know when to hold back from each other."

ver the next two
decades, Tacuma and
Weston largely went
their own ways. Tacuma

began a solo career in 1982. He's
played with everyone from
Grover Washington Jr. to Bill
Cosby to The Roots when not
leading his own groups or his
all-bass quartet Basso Nouveau.
When we spoke, he was back in
Philly for less than a week
between European stints with
his own Coltrane Configurations
group and the Last Poets' 40th
anniversary tour.

Weston became more of a serial
monogamist as a sideman,
playing for 13 years with guitarist James Blood Ulmer and then embarking on a 10-
year run with John Lurie's Downtown hipster ensemble the Lounge Lizards.
Through that band he formed ongoing relationships with drummer Billy Martin,
with whom he regularly performs percussion duets, and Steven Bernstein,
occasionally sitting in with the trumpeter's quartet Sex Mob.

But while they never shared a regular gig, Tacuma and Weston rarely went for long
without playing together. They were frequent guests on the jam sessions that each
led at Tritone during the '90s — Tacuma's DNA Galleria, followed by Weston's Mad
Cow series. It was at Tacuma's urging that Weston finally formed his own band, Big
Tree. In 2000 they appeared on two very different albums: Mirakle, a trio with
British improvising guitarist Derek Bailey, and hard-blowing saxophonist James
Carter's Layin' in the Cut. The latter also featured guitarist Marc Ribot, with whom
they toured over the next few years as The Young Philadelphians, as a trio and a
quartet with keyboardist Anthony Coleman.

It was at Weston's insistence that they finally came together with Vernon Reid last
year to form the Free Form Funky Freqs. Despite having known each other since,
according to Reid, "back in the Mesozoic," Reid's guest appearance for one track on
Tacuma's second solo album was the only time he'd played with either. Weston
lined up a date at the lamented Lower East Side club Tonic, but the Philly crew
didn't arrive until minutes before showtime, leaving no space for sound check or
discussion. Their second gig, at Tritone, suffered much the same fate, as another gig
delayed Tacuma until the club was already packed with an impatient audience. Both
shows went so well that the approach went from inconvenience to methodology.

"We just went for it," Reid says from Warsaw, at the tail end of a European tour
with Living Colour. "And that's when I thought, maybe this is what this is.
Everything we do is totally improvised; we've done some spontaneous cover tunes,
but we just go wherever it's going. When we sound check, we sound check in pairs.
The three of us do not play together until we're playing in the performance."

During that first gig, Tacuma called attention to the fact that it was the first time
they'd ever been onstage together, so the guitarist began keeping track of the
number of performances. After Tonic and Tritone, their third gig was the recording
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of Urban Mythology: Volume One. A few European tours and scattered Stateside
appearances later, they're up to performance 37. Reid has two numbers in mind:
100, which is an initial target and would most likely include another studio record;
and, if that can be reached, 365, representing a collaboration for every day of the
year.

o matter the project, Tacuma and Weston bring a sense of free funk,
informed by the emphatic grooves of their early days in R&B and the sense
of constant evolution wrought by harmolodics. They make Derek Bailey's
abstract, jagged excursions sound like a cubist Hendrix and lend a deep-

pocket soul to James Carter's aggressive neo-bop. With the Freqs, they've found an
ideal vehicle, venturing into hard rock, dub, funk, blues or whatever else comes to
mind.

"They have a kind of telepathic, empathic lock," Reid says. "Oftentimes,
Jamaaladeen will start with a kind of freaky, funky bass line and they'll lock right
in. But it's not a static groove. I'm struck by how they'll play a groove and all of a
sudden they'll just change tempos with no preamble. Whenever it feels like a
particular groove or vibe has peaked, there's a really satisfying sense of change
without talking about it."

"We're both Geminis," Weston offers as one possible explanation for his and
Tacuma's long-running partnership. "So when we're together we're actually four
people." 

There is something of a yin and
yang aspect to their
personalities. Weston is a
gregarious ball of energy,
talking a mile a minute, a
homebody who nonetheless will
play with any musician who
tracks him down on MySpace
and offers "a plane ticket and a
hotel and the fee." Behind the
drum kit he's easily carried
away, at times loosing a primal
scream when his muscular
skin-bashing can't quite
channel all of his momentum.

Though just as athletic in his
playing, Tacuma is far less animated on stage and off, a wide grin the only sign that
he's liking what he hears. Notoriously elusive, phone calls and e-mails are no more
effective than signal flares in the middle of the ocean, with about as predictable a
chance of eliciting a response. He's a nomad, back and forth to Europe so often that
he barely needs more than a revolving door to call home.

"We have a good friendship," offers Weston. "We don't talk to each other a lot, but
when we do we have fun, we laugh together, we cry together. The key to our
relationship and playing is that we're friends."

(s_brady@citypaper.net)

Free Form Funky Freqs play Sat., Nov. 29, 9:30 p.m., $15-$17, Johnny Brenda's,
1201 N. Frankford Ave., 215-739-9684, johnnybrendas.com.
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Coltrane breaks in Kind Of Blue sessions -
Photo: Sony

All That Jazz: November, 2009
Latest News All That Jazz

Ridinʼ the Funky Trane
CHRISTOPHER ANDERSON

A raspy voice heard overhead opens the concert. “...the reason I play so
many sounds, maybe it sounds angry, is because Iʼm tryinʼ so many things
at one time, you see...”

The musicians stand in solemn contemplation as the voice of the late,
great John Coltrane tries to enunciate the feeling of his music. Then, the
drummer taps a cymbal and a snare, and a bass rumbles. The pianist
claws a few keys and a soprano sax cries out. Soon, a tune emerges as
the elements meld into Coltraneʼs “India”.

The project is entitled “Coltrane Configurations” and its creator is electric
bassist Jamaaladeen Tacuma, on stage at Porgy & Bess on Nov. 13. For
those who know the Philadelphia nativeʼs work as a sideman in Ornette
Colemanʼs Prime Time band, his decidedly funky style would seem
challenging to fuse with the cathartic meditations of Coltrane. Instead
Tacuma does the opposite: He adds sonic extensions to the elements of
Coltraneʼs quartet.

By that March 1960 interview in Stockholm, John Coltrane had finished
Giant Steps, and was admittedly growing tired of Miles Davisʼs outfit he
was touring around Europe with. Looking to form his own solid quartet, or
maybe even a quintet, Coltrane was a half a year away from basically
achieving it, choosing pianist McCoy Tyner, and then drummer Elvin
Jones. With the addition of Jimmy Garrison on upright bass in early 1962,
the quartet would blaze a trail throughout the next four years until
Coltraneʼs death from liver cancer in 1967.

With songtitles like “Dear Lord”, “Wise One”, “Song of Praise”, and the
signature “A Love Supreme”, John Coltrane was undoubtedly on a spiritual
trek through his music. Such a search is the basis for Tacumaʼs choice as guide through his own personal pilgrimage through
music. Tacuma recalls a story told to him by a hip saxophonist claiming that “the Trane” used to read from a book and practice
his horn at the same time.

“When I heard this story, I was very impressed that someone of a higher level of consciousness could be so open and
receptive to trying out both tasks simultaneously,” Tacuma explains. “John Coltrane is a perfect example of a musician for whom
it is not enough to be just a musician.”
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Electric bassist Jamaaladeen Tacuma revives
Coltrane's sound at the Porgy

Tacuma not only entertains the musical ideas of a great musician like
Coltrane, but has gotten to know him through the stories by people who
knew him and through getting to know the place where he lived. Born in
North Carolina, Coltrane spent the majority of his adult musical years
(1952-64) in a West Philadelphia house that is now on the National
Register of Historic Places.

It should come as no surprise that most of the song selection hails from
the Quartet period, but with an added “configuration,” to borrow Tacumaʼs
term. “Impressions” is no longer the driving assault of solos, but a funky
interplay between Tacumaʼs plunky basslines and pianist Yoischi Uzekiʼs
keyboard groove. The Japanese pianist, who has also resided in the City
of Brotherly Love, displays his classically trained ear, and not to mention
an innovative way of playing the instrument, in a prelude to Mongo
Santamaríaʼs standard “Afro Blue.” Tacuma whips out a refreshingly
uplifting and vibrant side with fret sliding to “Resolution,” the second
lamenting movement of the suite A Love Supreme.

With Tony Kofi on alto and soprano sax providing the familiar motif and
his own soloing skills, and the British-born Tim Hutson wracking the
drumset, the quartet will certainly lay new tracks at the Porgy for the
continued journey of the Traneʼs musical legacy.
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JAMAALADEEN TACUMA
jazz musician (born Rudy McDaniel ,1956, New York, USA) 
www.jamaaladeentacuma.com/

The American free jazz bassist pehaps best
known for his albums as bandleader on the
Gramavision label and for his work with
Ornette Coleman during the 1970s and 1980s
(particularly in Coleman's Prime Time band).
Jamaaladeen's album Jukebox was
nominated for a Grammy Award in 1989.
In the 1980s Jamaaladeen started to perform
with a group called "Cosmetic". He was
frequently featured in music magazines
thanks to his aggressive, driving playing style
and his angular fashion sense. In 1981
Tacuma received the highest number of votes
ever for an electric bassist in the "talent
deserving wider recognition" category of the
Downbeat magazine critics poll.

In the 1990s and 2000s, he has maintained a lower profile. His
relatively infrequent recordings in these years include CDs of duets
with saxophonist Wolfgang Puschnig. However, Allmusic cited Mirakle,
a recording that features Tacuma, drummer Grant Calvin Weston, and
guitarist Derek Bailey as one of the "most important recordings of year
2000." In 2006, he returned to the jazz spotlight with an appearance
on the World Saxophone Quartet's Political Blues.
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Coltrane Tributes: Jamaaladeen Tacuma, Khan Jamal,
Azar Lawrence & Joel Holmes 

By Marc Medwin  Discuss      

Jamaaladeen
Tacuma  
Coltrane
Configurations 
Jazzwerkstatt 
2009
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Impressions of
Coltrane 
SteepleChase 
2009
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Legacy and
Music of John
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Clarion Jazz 
2009

Joel Holmes  
African Skies 
Blue Canoe 
2009

John Coltrane was revered during his all-too-brief career
and in the 42 years since his death, his legacy has only
loomed larger as improvised music has fragmented and
factioned. Conservatives embrace him for his stunning
technique and the giant musical steps he took in the
late '50s; the radicals love him for his championing of
what has been called fire music by both fans and
detractors. The last four decades have seen new
recordings surface, countless reissues and, of course,
myriad tribute projects. These four homages encompass
the entirety of Coltrane's unique vision and there's
something here to satisfy every taste.

Most of the Coltrane material referenced is of the modal
period, as it allows quite a lot of freedom. Furthest out
is the wild live recording Coltrane Configurations by
bassist Jamaaladeen Tacuma's new group dedicated to
performing Coltrane's music. It's infused with all the
funk and machismo one would expect, especially on a
barnburner like "India," where exploration abounds and
the stratosphere is reached. Tacuma's playing is as
majestic as ever and it is a real pleasure to hear "India"
imbued with such energy. The project is certainly not all
fire and brimstone, however, and "Naima" shows the
group in quite a sensitive mode. "A Love Supreme"
reaches spiritual heights, with audience participation,
rounding off a very enjoyable tribute.

Saxophonist Azar Lawrence and vibraphonist Khan Jamal
offer up projects slightly closer to the small-group
sound that Coltrane cultivated in the late '50s-early
'60s. There is just a shade of coolness in Jamal's
Impressions of Coltrane, evident as he and his group
swing breezily into the mid-tempo blues of "Cousin
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Mary." It pervades his gorgeous take on "Central Park
West," he and pianist Farid Barron sliding effortlessly
through the complex changes. Jamal even manages to
keep his solo on the visceral "Afro Blue" light and airy,
despite heavy pedaling and traversing the whole range
of the instrument.

Lawrence's two-saxophone group presents a more
heated approach on Legacy and Music of John Coltrane,
his hard-edged sound, honed through early experience
with former Coltrane pianist McCoy Tyner, exuding
wisdom. His take on the ballad "I Want to Talk About
You" exhibits the strident tone of Coltrane's versions
while "My Favorite Things" is reminiscent of the 1965
Newport version in its on-edge all-inclusive aesthetic,
aided by Mark Lomax II's energetic drumming. As with
Tacuma, he's spurred on by an enthusiastic audience.

Pianist Joel Holmes' disc African Skies stands apart for
its orchestrational intrigue. He seems to be following up
on the implications of Coltrane's increasingly disparate
soundworld, as on his subtly orchestrated rendering of
Herbie Hancock's "Maiden Voyage." The title track's
intro also sports the meterless freedom of Coltrane's
final works, making it a very refreshing moment before
the tune's complexities kick in.

Each approach is unique—if for no other reason than
the four different instruments played by each leader—
and the versions of each tune bear comparison quite
well. Each artist acknowledges Coltrane without being
enslaved to his influence, making these discs especially
enjoyable in their diversity.

Tracks and Personnel

Coltrane Configurations

Tracks: India; Dahomey Dance; Impressions; Naima; A
Love Supreme.

Personnel: Jamaaladeen Tacuma: bass; Tony Kofi: alto
and soprano sax; Orrin Evans : keyboards; Tim
hutson: drums.

Impressions of Coltrane

Tracks: Cousin Mary; Blues for P.C.; Central Park West;
Afro Blue; Mr. P.C.; Naima; One Down One Up;
Impressions.

Personnel: Khan Jamal: vibes; Farid Barron: piano;
Curtis Lundi: bass; Edgar Bateman: drums.

Legacy and Music of John Coltrane

Tracks: I Want to Talk About You; Mr. P.C.;
Impressions; My Favorite Things.

Personnel: Azar Lawrence, Edwin Bayard: tenor sax;
William Mennefield: piano; Dean Hulette: bass; Mark
Lomax II: drums.

African Skies

Tracks: African Skies; Impressions; Chinese Fishing
Song; Mr. P.C.; Fatima; Summer Night; Impressions
(take 2); Maiden Voyage; Soliquey of Troubled Waters;
Moments Notice.

Personnel: Joel Holmes: piano; Gary Thomas, Tim
Green : reeds; Eric Kennedy: drums; Jeff Reed, Eric
Wheeler: bass; Melena: percussion; Themba

Ian Carey Quintet
Contextualizin
(Self Produced)
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Jamaaladeen Tacuma Introduces Thelonious Monk’s Music
To A New Generation
 
Anil Prasad ,Jun 25, 2008
 

 

Tacuma’s appetite for the unexpected also manifests itself in Free Form Funky Freqs, a new, all-improv power trio with guitarist Vernon
Reid [Living Colour] and drummer G. Calvin Weston. The group’s debut disc, Urban Mythology: Volume One, captures a live studio
session that seamlessly shifts between rock, jazz, and funk. Jamaaladeen’s other group, the bass quartet Basso Nouveau, includes
fellow Philly bassists Gerald Veasley on 6-string, Warren Oree on acoustic upright, and Tyrone Brown on electric upright. The group’s
most recent album, All Basses Covered, offers spirited originals along with covers of tunes by bass influences Stanley Clarke, Charles
Mingus, Larry Graham, and Sam Jones.

What drove you to pursue the Flavors of Thelonious Monk Reloaded project?
It’s a continuation of a project I started with an Austrian saxophonist named Wolfgang Puschnig. We released the first Flavors of
Thelonious Monk album in 1994 to bring our duo concept and textures to Monk’s music. We wanted to represent the music of the
masters in the current era. It’s cool to put on a tux and go hear Beethoven and Brahms, but getting dressed up to go hear the music of
Monk and Coltrane is great, too. We want to have this music taken as seriously. I revisited the idea on The Flavors of Thelonious Monk
Reloaded because I wanted to approach Monk from another angle, with piano and a full band. It’s almost a movie approach in which you
explore a concept, and then come back to it years later with different actors and producers to get a different feel and effect.

Tell us about the philosophy behind infusing Monk’s work with 21st-century grooves. 
Monk’s music truly stands alone; there was nothing melodically or harmonically I could do to make any of it better, and I didn’t set out to
try. I wanted to create a modern representation that reintroduced his genius with a groovier foundation. The beats and grooves are what
distinguish American popular music of the last 30 years.

As a bassist, you have to understand a lot of things, but the concept of the groove as it relates to the foundation is very important to me.
I like that supporting role, but when I’m improvising, I’m even happier. That side is represented on the album, too.

Your new album with Free Form Funky Freqs was entirely improvisation-based. Describe the process of putting it together.
We started with a series of concerts in which we didn’t talk about the music before or after we performed, and the audience loved it. We
went into the studio with that same concept and played everything that came to our minds over the course of two hours. The tunes
began with me striking up a groove and Calvin and Vernon jumping in, so it was extremely organic. We had to break down the material
and edit it for the CD, but that was easy. The obvious starting point for the tunes was the groove, and when a groove changed, it often
represented a logical place to end a track. I’ve only heard the album once, and I don’t want to hear it again. I’m concerned that if I spend
too much time with it, it might influence how the next recording or concert comes out.

How do you avoid low-frequency clashes when playing with the other three bassists in Basso Nouveau?
We rely a lot on arrangements to pull it off, but it’s a real challenge. If we’re not careful, we can end up in some murky sonic territory. In
essence, the drummer is the accompanist in the group, and we are all soloists, so we each have to stay very conscious of what the
others are doing. If somebody is starting to approach a range you’re in, you have to immediately go somewhere else. We also physically
look and see where the others are playing to see if someone is going somewhere in conflict. It’s a lot of fun, but there’s a constant
whirlwind of tonal and harmonic adjustment going on.

Your current instrument of choice is the DiPinto Belvedere Deluxe Bass Guitar. What makes it ideal for you?
I used to play a beautiful all-maple Gibson EB-750 hollowbody bass; they only made something like 70 of them. It got stolen, and I
wasn’t able to find another. So, I went to the luthier Chris DiPinto and said I wanted to have another hollowbody instrument with a
vintage look. He and I developed the instrument together. We made two custom, semi-hollow versions first, and then he started
manufacturing them. The one I play now is off the rack; it has a mahogany body, maple neck, two chrome single-coil pickups, a black
and white vintage finish, and a “sparkle” headstock. I love the instrument’s versatility. When I’m playing in more of a supporting scenario,
it can have a very wide, round bass sound, and when I’m improvising, I can access great mid- to high-range sounds, too, so I can be
heard in terms of melody.

You’ve strictly avoided using effects in any of your recent recordings or concerts. Why is that so appealing?
It brings me into an organic state. At the end of the day, it’s just you, the instrument, and what you bring to the audience. The idea is to
use what you have and do the best with it, unlike the rich guy who has all this stuff in front of him when he goes to play. When I hear
that, I’m not impressed. Come on—if you have a decent bass and amplifier, just go play. If you’re a great bass player, you don’t need a
thousand pedals in front of you.

When I do clinics, I tell the guys right away, “Some of you are going to be great bass players, but you know what? Some of you are
going to be doctors, lawyers, and bus drivers.” They get upset and say, “We paid all this money and the first thing you tell me is this?”
Yes, because that’s reality. If the Creator wants you to have something, ain’t no one gonna take it away from you. If you’re not supposed
to have it, you ain’t gonna get it.

GEAR

Basses DiPinto Belvedere Deluxe 4-string and DiPinto Mach IV strung with La Bella Hard Rockin’ Steels
Amps ’75 Kustom 200-watt amplifier with two 15" JBL speakers or an Ampeg SVT 810E 8x10

SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY

As a leader
The Flavors of Thelonious Monk Reloaded, Jam-All Productions (available via myspace.com/jamaaladeen)
Groove 2000, P-Vine
Brotherzone, P-Vine

Bromer Sound Speaker
Cabinets

Boomerang E-155 Chorus
Delay pedal

Eric Mingus Finds His Own
Voice

Dave LaRue with the Steve
Morse Band

Jerry Jemmott with the
Gregg Allman Band

 

Suprise in the mail
yesterday

The Best Way To Practice
Scales and Modes

My east coast band touring
the midwest this weekend!

Fitting in with a keyboad
player.  . . hmmm. . . 

strugeling with aha take on
me

Mama has a beautiful new
baby. . . 
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Dreamscape, DIW
Boss of the Bass, Gramavision
Jukebox, Gramavision
Music World, Gramavision
Renaissance Man, Gramavision
Showstopper, Gramavision

With Free Form Funky Freqs
Urban Mythology Volume 1, Thirsty Ear

With Basso Nouveau
All Basses Covered, Moers Music

With Burhan Öçal
Groove Alla Turca, Doublemoon

With Wolfgang Puschnig
Journey Into the Gemini Territory, ITM

With Dennis Alston
Sound Symphony, Moers Music

With James Carter
Layin’ in the Cut, Atlantic

With Cornell Rochester
Meet the Podium 3, Timeless

With Derek Bailey & G. Calvin Weston
Mirakle, Tzadik

With James Watkins
Intense, ITM

With James “Blood” Ulmer
Tales of Captain Black, Disk Union
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Which upcoming music festival would you consider
attending? 

Coachella
Lollapalooza
Bonnaroo
All Good
Summerfest
Warped Tour
All Points West
I'm just not into festivals

Vote
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